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REPRESENTING MOBILITIES

Aureliana Sorrento: “The tourist  
syndrome” is a term coined by Zygmunt 
Bauman. For him, the tourist, who  
happens to be ‘in’ a place without being 
‘of’ that place, is a metaphor for  
contemporary life. We are all tourists in  
the sense that we all live in a kind  
of transit space, transit time: jobs, places, 
friendships, and partnerships today  
are provisional, precarious, and episodic. 
The contemporary individual wanders 
from one experience to another, from 
one situation to another, from one thrill 
to the next – a consumer of experi- 
ences. To this figure Bauman opposes 
that of the vagabond, whose nomadic 
life is not of his choice, but rather a con-
sequence of poverty, unemployment, 
and homelessness, say, of the exclusion 
from the consumer society. The project 
Transient Spaces – The Tourist Syn-
drome moves between these two 
poles, focusing on the phenomenon of 
tourism on the one hand and on current 
migration dynamics on the other.  
How much have Bauman’s theories 
shaped the project?

Marina Sorbello / Antje Weitzel: We borrowed the  
definition from Zygmunt Bauman for the title of our pro-
ject. His theories about contemporary life, and what  
he calls “liquid society” in particular, are helpful when 
considering many aspects of our current, western  
lives, such as the way we relate to our environment; 
how we consume places; the urge to consume  
in general and how “consuming” and “being” overlap. 
In recent years, due to European Union enlarge ment, 
significant changes have occurred in the distribution of  
the European population across the continent, in tour-
ists’ routes and the circulation of people. The United 
Kingdom has become home to over one million young 
Polish people seeking a better life and better working  
conditions abroad, yet still influencing politics within 
Poland with their votes. Ireland hosts the biggest Lithuan- 
ian community outside Lithuania. Eastern European 
women took over the care of the elderly in countries such 
as Italy, Austria, and Germany. Dispersed peoples  
– formerly separated from their homelands by oceans and 
by political barriers – increasingly find themselves  
in border relations with “the old country” thanks to  

a to-and-fro movement made possible by modern  
technologies. Aircraft, telecommunications, the Internet, 
and mobile job markets effectively reduce distances 
and facilitate two-way traffic – legal and illegal, formal 
and informal – across global locations. Low-cost air-
lines and affordable, capillary land transportation connect 
places, allowing an increasing number of people to 
travel for work and for leisure. 
 For Bauman, “liquid modernity” differs from the  
traditional society of “solid modernity” in the sense of its  
extreme flexibility and mobility and non-committal  
atti tude – that of tourists shipped to a location for a per- 
iod of time. Bauman uses tourism as a metaphor for  
contemporary life in western societies, where, as we all 
know, transformation, precariousness, and states  
of becoming are the social realities we have to deal with. 
The interview with Zygmunt Bauman by Adrian Franklin,  
reproduced in this book (pp. 8–15), has been for  
us a source of inspiration and reflection. In the course 
of this two-year project we researched further and  
encountered many other theories, views, and inspira-
tional sources that also consistently gave shape to the 
project, along with the constant dialogue and exchange 
with the artists. The fact that we worked with different  
formats, media, and disciplines has enriched the pro-
ject a great deal. 

AS: So how did the project Transient 
Spaces – The Tourist Syndrome  
come about? 

MS / AW: We came up with the idea – inevitably – 
while traveling, out of self-observation, out of the question 
of whether we both are perpetual migrant laborers,  
and at the same time tourists, because of the superficial 
way we happen to “consume” places during our short 
work journeys. Basically, the consideration behind this 
is how the paradigm of mobility alters and controls  
our lives today, and how, in the context of global socio-
economic development, new forms of work, free time, 
and retirement, or rather, “post-employment” life, emerge 
and are constructed. 
 Of course one can say that migration flows have  
always existed. Just as there have already been a variety 
of exhibitions and research on migration and tourism 
as separate phenomena. What was interesting for us 
in particular was to compare and examine these two 
seemingly opposite forms of movements – migration 
and tourism – how they are related and interdependent. 
In order to do that, we have been regarding tourism 
and migration as two sides of the same coin, and have 
been using the underlying common denominator of  
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mobility to help under- 
stand or high- 

light common dynamics. 
 However, it is important  

to stress that Transient 
Spaces is an artistic 

project and not a scientific 
one. We have assemb- 

led artistic proposals 
and studies;  

we have offered artists 
opportunities to research 

and produce new works. 
We have facilitated encount- 

ers between artists, 
theoreticians, and 
academics, and the 

exchange has been 
extremely profitable for all. 

AS: The project has unfolded while 
traveling, as a work-in-progress, with 
workshops and exhibitions in Naples, 
Bucharest, Kaunas, Palanga, and Berlin. 
Have you taken into account the  
specificity of place in selecting the artists 
and the exhibition topics?

MS / AW: Certainly it is a work-in-progress. Transient 
Spaces has been developed by us in cooperation  
with co-organizers in Italy, Romania, Lithuania and  
Germany, and partly funded by the cultural program  
of the European Commission. Co-organizer is the term 
officially used within this funding scheme for all  
foreign par tners cooperating on transnational projects. 
 The first thing we did was to gather all the partners 
to meet in Berlin and together we discussed topics  
and strategies to implement the project. Basically, we  
all pooled our competences and knowledge and decided  
on the focuses of the different modules of the project. 
In fact Transient Spaces – The Tourist Syndrome has 
been a process-oriented, dialogical project, structured  
in various elements: a summer camp in Palanga, Lithuania; 
a series of four exhibitions in Naples, Italy, Bucharest, 
Romania, Kaunas, Lithuania, and in Berlin, Germany;  
a research section including artists’ residencies as well 
as site-specific projects, travels, workshops, discussions, 
and lectures; finally, a website and this publication on 
the entire project. The individual modules have been  
developed in cooperation with the partner institutions  
and within the framework of a dialogue involving the 
different local contexts. 
 So, the answer is yes: each module of the project 
aimed to focus on local issues and engage in a dialogue 

involving the context. Through an open call we selected 
participants for the summer camp and recipients of  
the residencies and the production grants. We financed 
and co-financed new productions and, in particular, 
those new works have very strong links to the local con-
texts. Alex Auriema’s work, for example, which was  
developed in Naples, involved the local Senegalese 
community who helped him to grasp local dynamics and 
idiosyncrasies. Neither his work, nor Eugenio Tibaldi’s, 
nor Bettina Hutschek’s – which were all developed in 
Bucharest during the Transient Spaces residencies – 
could have been produced without the logistical and 
intellectual support of our local partners.
 From the beginning it was our intention to integrate 
the specificities of the different locations into the 
project. During the summer camp in Palanga, a tourist 
resort on the Baltic coast of Lithuania, the partici- 
pants found their own ways of confronting the place, 
its history, and landscape, and produced works and 
texts reflecting their thoughts and their experiences there. 

AS: What are the results of the Palanga 
workshop?

MS / AW: From the outset we were more interested  
in the process, rather than in tangible results.  
Maybe this sounds a bit non-committal, but it’s true. 
With The Tourist Syndrome Summer Camp we  
had the chance to experiment in a new format – new 
for us at least. We broadcasted the open call for  
the participation to the summer camp through universi-
ties, art schools, social networks, and through our  
mailing list and received over 150 applications, of which 
we selected fifty participants who gathered in Palanga 
in September 2009. An amazing collection of people: 
young artists, scholars, academics, architects, curators,  
cultural producers, and theorists. For ten days they 
lived, worked, researched, discussed, and, of course, 
partied together. The summer camp included an  
intense program of presentations, screenings, and events  
as well as three main workshops: “Displacement”  
by Cesare Pietroiusti, “Tourism Complexes” by Krystian 
Woznicki / Magdalena Taube, and “Stop and Go”  
by Michael Zinganel. The workshops aimed to highlight 
the many aspects of the tourism-migration relationship 
that exist in different European and non-European  
contexts and offered the opportunity to explore individual 
and subjective as well as socio-political themes.  
On the last day, each of the three groups that had been 
formed for the workshops performed a final presen -
tation and we were truly surprised and thrilled by the 
results. The “Displacement” group produced a collective  
performance in a local cinema, using the fragments  
of an old Soviet film they had found in an abandoned 
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cinema, and constructing a multi-voice narrative around 
that. The participants in “Tourism Complexes” pro -
duced short texts, of which a selection is printed in the 
homonymous section of this book (pp. 124–127).  
The “Stop and Go” group set up an exhibition of collab-
orative works produced in Palanga, one of which was  
a performance-reading, that we included in the summer 
2010 Transient Spaces – The Tourist Syndrome exhibi-
tion in Kaunas (Lescome Dariaus by Isa Andreu, Johanna 
Bruckner, and Timothy Moore, see pp. 100–104).  
We were overwhelmed by the presentations, and the 
richness of the exchange, which happened during  
such a short period of time. Another important ‘result’ 
of the Palanga workshop is friendship and long lasting 
cooperation among the participants.

AS: Artists in particular represent the 
prototype of the modern – privileged – 
nomads: they perpetually jet from one 
exhibition to another, lingering in differ-
ent places briefly or longer – depending 
on the length of their residency grant; 
and they often travel to other continents 
on the lookout for new ideas and stimuli. 
To what extent is this personal way  
of life reflected in their works, and does 
this entail an “other” reflection on  
modern migration?

MS / AW: Artists have to be on the move even more 
than curators: artists today have to have residencies 
listed in their résumés – they are as important as grants 
and prizes in their career. It is not unusual that artists 
who have “made it” live for years without a permanent 
address, bouncing from residency to project and so on. 
It’s an extreme form of labor flexibility.
 True, we are talking about privileged subjects, mainly 
in western societies, still, it is worth reflecting that the 
creative sector in general, has become a testing ground 
for neoliberal policies – in places like Berlin, for example. 
Low income, little social security, self-exploitation are 
common in the creative sector, whereas politicians and  
bureaucrats pontificate on the wonders of creative 
industries … but perhaps this is another topic. In his 
essay earlier in this book, Michael Zinganel talks about 
the “nomadic lifestyle” of artists, and the ambivalences 
in their position (see pp. 25–29). The point is that all  
of us – non-migrants, tourists, and artists – are subject 
nowadays to the “flexibility and mobility imperative”. 
 For artists hopping from one location to the other, 
there is, of course, the risk of superficiality and of  
reiterating clichés. Like tourists they sometimes look 
too much to what is familiar. Ursula Biemann, in the  
text describing the background of her Sahara Chronicle  

video installation (pp. 70–79), also talks about the strong  
“drive to reiterate images that have engrained them-
selves in our minds”, as “we see what we know”. She 
appeals to the responsibility of artists to produce  
another kind of representation of migration than those 
presented by the media (mainly boats and stranded  
migrants), an “in-depth view of the complex circum-
stances of the human condition”, and calls that  
“sustainable representation”. 

AS: The migration movements from  
Africa and Asia to Europe and European 
migration policies are the focus of vari-
ous works of art in the project. As  
a result of the Schengen Agreement, the 
borders within Europe have dissolved;  
on the other hand, the external borders 
have become more impervious, yet, with 
the paradoxical result that more and more 
people are surging against and trying 
to force these borders open. Aren’t the 
deportation policies of Fortress Europe 
also a result of global mobility?

MS / AW: They are interconnected, certainly. In the  
same way overfishing by European fishing companies 
along the coast of Africa has deprived Senegalese  
and Mauritanian fishermen of their main source of in-
come – forcing them to become migrants wanting  
to reach Europe, as Biemann reports in her text. In the 
same manner, European agro-industries in the south  
of Spain and Italy rely and prosper on underpaid migrant 
workers – with no rights and no documents – for the 
production of the vegetables we buy in European mar-
kets and supermarkets. We are accomplices – whether 
we acknowledge this or not. Our convenience is 
based upon the poverty and exploitation of others.  
In our project we tried to mediate a differentiated  
view on the different aspects of contemporary mobility. 
As Chiara Brambilla writes in her text (pp. 61–65) 
it is as necessary, urgent, and timely that we reflect on  
the vocabulary we use to talk about migration and  
borders, as it is to change the images and the codes  
of representation.
 Another interesting perspective is that of tourism  
as an “ordering system” – seminal to nation building 
and the management of the population on a vast  
scale. In his essay “Tourism as an Ordering: Towards  

a New Ontology of Tourism”1  
Adrian Franklin explains how “tour-
ism was used as an ordering  
of nation formation” and suggests 
that “conceived as an ordering  
tourism can be connected to a 

1 Franklin, Adrian,
“Tourism as an 
Ordering: Towards  
a New Ontology of 
Tourism”, Tourist 
Studies, 4, London: 
Sage, 2004, pp. 
277–301



are drowned out by the media. Can art 
somehow counterbalance that, by  
providing a kind of better, more profound 
journalism?

MS / AW: Perhaps rather what Ursula Biemann calls 
“sustainable representation” – mentioned earlier – 
could counterbalance the images and the information 
that make it through to the mainstream media. Let  
us take the example of the island of Lampedusa, known 
for the huge number of migrants who arrived  

athere from North Africa until 2009, prior 
to the implementation of refoulement 
practices. The Transient Spaces – The 

Tourist Syndrome: Napoli exhibition  
focused on works that offered coun ter-

images and different approaches to  
the reality of the island and to migration: the  

work Sudeuropa by Raphaël Cuomo / 
Maria Iorio described another reality  

on the island, that of the several immi-
grants who arrived in Italy before the Schengen  
Agreement and now – equipped with work  

and residency permits – work in the tourist sector 
on the island (cf. pp. 52–55). Lampedusa as a 
place where migratory movement and tourism overlap 
is also a running theme throughout Federico  
Baronello’s photo series (cf. pp. 46–51). The ongoing 
project A Lighthouse for Lampedusa! by Thomas  
Kilpper, which was presented in Naples as an over-
sized model in Lanificio25, has the goal of building  
a real, functioning lighthouse on the island, to be used 
by the local and the migrant population as a cultural 
centre (cf. p. 60). Carsten Does and Gerda Heck in 
their video installation The Best Journey of my Life 
paired a collage of interviews with migrants in Morocco 
– voiced by professional speakers – with images  
of landscape, deliberately avoiding a reiteration of the 
kinds of images the western media use to represent  
or rather “frame” migrants (pp. 41–45). 
 There is no question that migrant routes to Europe 
from North Africa or Turkey through the Mediterranean, 
Greece, the Balkans, or Eastern Europe are extreme- 
ly dangerous, and that the true mortality rates of those 
attempting these journeys may never be known.  
The fact is, refoulement practices will not stop migration; 
only sustainable politics – if implemented in the  
African countries – will do so, eventually. Beyond the 
usual media images of stranded migrants and boat 
people and the rhetoric of populist governments such 
as Berlusconi’s – which won the past elections with 
promises to contain the migrants – most of the  
so-called “illegal” migrants are, in fact, “overstayers”, 
who arrive in Europe comfortably via airplane, with  
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range of globalizing effects: these include translation, 
touristification, consumerism, place-making, cosmo-
politanism, and aestheticization.” According to Franklin, 
tourism has been a testing ground for administering 
and governing the population. If we think of the accept-
ance of machineries such as the brand-new body  
scan devices at airports, and how they began being 
used without encountering the resistance of travel-
ers, the link between tourism/mobility and ordering the 
population is clear. 
 Ordering, administrating, and controlling seem to be 
in general the prerogative of contemporary mobility,  
migration, and tourism, 
as Tom Holert 
 
 
 
 

 

and Mark  
 Terkessidis stress in their  
essay (pp. 89–94). Mobility is not a given, but rather  
it is the result of the interaction of various factors.  
We owe to Holert and Terkessidis the interesting con-
sideration of how to critically approach the paradigm  
of contemporary mobility – putting it into perspective. 
 In most cases the heated debate on migration and 
the integration of migrants serves the purpose of hiding 
the real issues – the fact that we all, migrants and  
non-migrants, have to face a labor market that, in recent 
years, has radically oriented itself towards flexibility. 
That, of course, affects the very same twin concepts 
of work and leisure, whose distinction is blurring, in 
particular in the creative sector. It also means that tourism 
is changing too: tourism is one of the world’s most 
important growing industries, but migration manage-
ment, for example, is also a business and a growing 
industry at that. 

AS: The journalistic coverage of “illegal” 
migration has for many years followed 
the same patterns. It deals exclusively 
with the moment in which the migrants 
cross or try to cross the border. This 
makes it to the news. Meanwhile, the 
living conditions of migrants at home, 
the causes of migration, as well as their 
living conditions in Europe – should they 
manage to obtain a residence permit – 
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tourist visas, and who stay beyond the duration their 
visa permits (cf. in this book the texts by Raffaella 
Malaguti and Heidrun Friese / Thomas Kilpper, pp. 
38–40 and 56–60). 

AS: In his series 
Tourism Ives Maes 
appropriates the  
 

sort of stylization of 
refugees as a symbol for 
new, mobile lifestyles that 
occurs in fashion design, advertising, 
and art. He places young, hip people  
in a refugee camp setting, doing 
things or just posing. Does the work 
refer to the nexus between tourism 
and migration, or is it rather to be 
understood as an ironic counterpoint to 
the overall approach of the project?

MS / AW: Maes’ project Tourism is entirely fictive with  
a touch of irony and healthy cynicism: he plays with the  
“refugee aesthetic” of some fashion labels, but  
also with a certain morbidity and opportunism in the art 
world and, to use a Deleuzian term, its pretense  
of “nomadology”. Tourism is part of Maes’ larger project 
Recyclable Refugee Camp, in which he plays with  
the trend to use the “camp” as metaphor for mobile  
architecture and lifestyle, but also with the norms and 
prescriptions of the UNHCR (the UN refugee agency) 
in an attempt – ironic of course – to produce a  
“100% ethically correct piece of art” (cf. pp. 110– 113). 
Maes also plays on “glamour camping”, or “glamping”, in 
the same way as Daniel Gontz and Emanuel Licha  
in their works reflect the appalling cynicism of some new  
types of tourism, such as disaster and war tourism  
(this is also the title or Licha’s work, cf. pp. 95–99), and 
political tourism (Gontz creates a mock agency called  
PolTur, offering experiences involving Romania’s post-
communist politics, cf. pp. 21, 136). As often is the 
case, reality, in fact, goes beyond fantasy and art, too: 
nowadays there are websites and agencies all over  
the world, which offer guided tours through slums, 

favelas, townships, disaster sites, and so on. Wikipedia 
has a whole section on the typologies of tourism  
and among the “classical” branches – adventure travel 
or eco tourism – are listed: war tourism (also known  
as dark or grief tourism), atomic tourism, shock tourism,  

“poorism” (a neologism for poverty tourism) 
or slum tourism, and ghetto tourism,  
to mention but a few. A whole field of  

expansion! Nothing is black 
and white, though. If, on  

the one hand, these 
types of tourism  
are based on voyeur-

ism and distance, 
some, such as the favela tours, can  

become life-changing experi- 
  ences for the tourists, according to interviews. Also, 

some of these “slum tourism” initiatives re-invest 
income from the tour back into community 
projects (cf. for example Reality Tours and Travel 

offering tours in the slums of Delhi, India, or  
Favela Tour, a company offering tours in Rio de  

Janeiro’s favelas, Brazil). Tourism is a field that is  
changing immensely due to social networks, as Paula 
Bialski explains in her essay on what she calls  
“Intimate Tourism” – based on her extens ive research 
on travel social networks such as Couchsurfing.com 
(cf. pp. 105–109).

AS: Eléonore de Montesquiou’s  
Na Grane and Eugenio Tibaldi’s Play 
Bucharest deal with the consequences 
of a border that no longer exists.  
When the Iron Curtain fell new borders 
were created, such as the one between 
the former Soviet Baltic countries. The 
sudden political and economic trans-
formation did not necessarily produced 
better living conditions – at least not 
everywhere, and not for the majority of 
the population. Nowadays, new, invis-
ible borders crisscross societies; social 
exclusion has replaced the physical 
separation of the old borders. To what 
extent does Tibaldi play with these  
issues in his work?

MS / AW: Eugenio Tibaldi is interested in informal econ-
omies, the capacity of adapting to certain contexts,  
the inventiveness of people and so on. Coming from 
the suburbs of Naples, where he lives, he was com-
pletely fascinated by Bucharest. During his residency, 
he decided to focus his research on Bucharest  
and Romania as a gambling and hunting destination,  
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hinting at the link between these “touristic attractions” 
and the informal, if not criminal, economy. Romania  
today, twenty years after the revolution that led to the 
fall of Ceau!escu, is a country of enormous dispari- 
ties, with the majority of the population – robbed by its 
political elite – becoming poorer and poorer. The  
informal economy is for many the main source of income.  
In his work, Tibaldi does not make moral judgments 
or point the finger at this situation, but rather  
produces a portrait of the city through a deck of poker 
cards where the suits and face cards are symbols  
for personalities linked with Romania’s present and 
with his own research on the city. By combining  
figures, characters, and situations during play, he crea-
tes a transversal image of Bucharest and a playful 
representation of informal practice that the liberal “New 
Economy” of Romania produces (cf. pp. 22–24).
 As for Eléonore de Montesquiou’s ongoing project  
Na Grane (‘on the border’), it is also a sort of portrait of 
a place. Since 2007, she has been researching  
and filming in two cities located on the opposite sides  
of the “new” Estonian-Russian border (created in  
1991, after Estonia’s independence). Na Grane focus-
es on the living and working conditions in this border  
region at the very edge of the EU and the current trans-
formation occurring in post-socialist Estonia  
(cf. pp. 80–83).

AS: Berlin is the last module of  
the project – the transit-city, transit-space 
par excellence, as the poet  
Durs Grünbein has called it. It seems 
obvious; it kind of makes sense.  
Was it intentional that Berlin be the last 
staging point?

MS / AW: In a way, with its idiosyncrasies, Berlin  
has been the perfect testing ground for developing this  
project. Berlin has been, and in many ways still is,  
a border city, a place of immigration and exodus at the 
same time, a “borderscape” that’s changing con-
stantly. Actually, all venues chosen for the project have 
something to do with border politics and a certain  
transitional or transient status. While Italy, Romania, 
and Lithuania have to deal with their situation at the  
external borders of the EU and the consequences of 
that position, after the reunification Berlin has been  
re-profiled as a third sector (service and creative industry) 
city. Generating millions of Euro per annum, the  
tourism industry has become a very important – if not 
the main – source of income and revenue in Berlin. 
 For years, marketing specialists and politicians have 
been working hard on selling the brand “Berlin”. The 
advertising campaign “Be Berlin” by the city government 

is just the latest, successful example of these efforts. 
Today Berlin has truly become a magnet not only  
for artists and creative people but also for tourists flock-
ing in from all over the world. Some say Berlin is  
becoming more of a projection, an icon for a global(ized) 
world rather than a global city: a theme-park providing 
the tourists with what they ultimately expect to see. 
Artists are interested in these dynamics, how places 
become simplified or reduced to symbols in order  
to be “sold” and “consumed” more easily. Oraib Toukan 
in her project The Equity is in the Circle plays out 
through a marketing campaign a scenario in which the 
countries of the Middle East are to be auctioned for  
a 100-year lease. For this project, which she calls  
“corporate intervention”, Toukan has worked closely 
with specialists on the Middle East, bankers, and  
marketing experts who helped her to develop the plot (cf. 
pp. 2–3). Selling out: isn’t this precisely what is  
already happening right now under our eyes in places 
such as Berlin? Isa Andreu and Timothy Moore took  
a closer look at Berlin’s tourist routes, collecting clues 
and tales and memories, trying to build a non-linear  
narration about the city, its history, and the stories of 
its inhabitants and visitors. History, and how it is  
re-invented or staged in places such as Checkpoint 
Charlie in Berlin, is the focus of the video-essay shot by 
Joanne Richardson and David Rych in different  
museums and institutions in Lithuania, Romania, Czech  
Republic, and in Berlin  
(cf. pp. 16–20). In all these 
places, by selling “experi-
ences” to schoolchildren, 
local visitors, and tourists, 
history is domesticated,  
simplified, and partly  
re-written according to the 
current, dominant ideology. 
The question is, whether  
we are all becoming tourists 
in our own history.

Berlin, August 2010
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